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Summary. A version of the Minty-Browder method is used for proving the existence and 
uniqueness of a weak co-periodic solution to the equation utt — div F(grad u) = g in a bounded 
domain Q c RN with the boundary condition u = 0 on dQ, where g is a given (generalized) 
co-periodic function and F is the Ishlinskii hysteresis operator. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hyperbolic equation with a hysteresis operator in the "elliptic" part describe 
in a natural way the behavior of systems of evolution with hysteresis, e.g. vibrations 
of non-perfectly elastic bodies in the sense of Ishlinskii [7], where Hooke's law is 
of a hysteresis type, or the electromagnetic field in ferromagnetic media. 
For the sake of simplicity we demonstrate the method of solving such problems 
by choosing the scalar equation 
(*) utt — div (F(grad u)) = g(x, t) , x e Q , t ^ 0 , 
where Q cz RN is a bounded domain, g is a given (generalized) function which is 
co-periodic with respect to t, and F is the Ishlinskii hysteresis operator ([8], [2]). 
Using the Minty-Browder technique we prove that there exists a unique weak co-
periodic solution to (*) with the boundary condition 
(**) u(x, t) = 0 for x e dQ . 
1. NOTATION, FUNCTION SPACES 
In the sequel, Q denotes a bounded open domain in RN with a Lipschitzian boundary. 
Partial derivatives with respect to xh (xl9 ..., xN) e Q and t e R
1 are denoted by 
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di9 dt9 respectively. We introduce the following spaces: L£, 1 ^ p = co: the Lebesgue 
space of all measurable co-periodic function v: R1 -> R1 such that 
\v\p = (JJ \v(t)\
p dt)1/p < oo for p < oo 
and 
Ivl^ = sup ess {jt?(t)|, te R1} for p = oo , with the norm | - | p ; 
C^: the Banach space of all continuous real cO-periodic functions with the norm | • j ^ 
U(Q; L<J>), l : _ j ? < o o , l r g q r g c o : the space of all measurable functions: u: Q x 
x R1 -* R1 such that w(x, •) eL% for a.e. xeQ and 
luU<z " (Jo \u(x, ')\pq dx)
1/p < oo , with the norm | - | M ; 
forp = q we write simply LP(0(Q);U(Q; C^)91 = p < oo: the subspace of all functions 
u G LP(Q; L^) such that u(x, •) e C^, for almost all x e Q. 
The spaces LP(Q; L^) are Banach spaces (cf. [6]), and the same is true for LF(Q; C^), 
which is a closed subspace of LP(Q; L™). 
Let Pl9 ...9[IN be positive numbers, fi0 = min {j?i9 i = 1, . . . , N}. We denote by Z 
the space of all u e L^+p0(Q) such that O> e L2J(Q)9 dtu9 dt dtu e L
1+pi(Q; L^)9 with 
the norm 
N 
и * = w l+Ao,l+/3 + |ðfW|2>2 +E( |ð iW| i + / ř | ,з + | ð ið ř м| 1 + i î ь з) . 
i = l 
Let {efc(x), k = 1, 2,...} be a complete system of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian 
in Q with zero Dirichlet boundary condition on dQ9 i.e. 
Aek = ~Xkek, ek(x) = 0 for xedQ, 0 < ^ < A2 < .... 
We define 
sin — t ek(x) , fc = 1 , I = 1 , 
(1.1) w,k(x,t) = / °\ 
cos — t ek(x), fc = 1, j = 0 . 
co 
Let us denote the closure of the linear hull of {wJk9 j integer, k ^ 1} in Z by"Z°, 
the closure of Lin {wjk9j =f= 0, k ^ 1} in Z by TV
1, and the closure of Lin {w0k9 k _ 1} 
in Z by W. We can identify W with the anisotropic Sobolev space W10
,1+P(Q) = 
= {weL 1 + / ? 0 (Q); 5 i u G L 1 + ^ ( Q ) , « = 0 on 8Q}. We have W± = {wGZ°, 
$ u(x91) dt = 0} and Z° = W® W
1. 
Notice that for u e Z we have d-u e L1 +Pi(Q; Cw). 
Let us recall a useful lemma for periodic functions which follows immediately 
from the Fubini theorem. 
(1.2) Lemma. Let geC^(R1) be an odd function with support in ( —cD/2, cD/2). 
Then for each feL^ we have $ j X g(s - t)f(s)f(t) dt ds = 0. 
Throughout the paper, c, ck denote any independent positive constants. 
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2. ISHLINSKII OPERATORS 
Let Fi9 ..., FN be Ishlinskii operators (cf. [8], [2], [3]) with the following properties 
(2.1) Fi is an odd continuous operator Cw -> Cm , 
(2.2) <pt: (0, co) -» (0, GO) 
are given twice continuously differentiable functions such that 
(i) <pi is increasing, <Pi(0 + ) = 0, 0 < <^(0 + ) < +oo, 
(ii) <Pi(h) ^ c1h^
i for every h > 0, where JSt e (0,1) 
(iii) yt(r) ^ c2r
Pi~2 for r = r0, where 
yi(r) = inf{-^) s0</z = r } , 
(2.3) |Ff(w) - Fi(v)\n g 2<pf(|u - vp for every u,veCa9 
(2.4) f ^ F ^ f T d ^ - i , e ( H c o ) f S K | 3 d r 
for every v e C^ such that t?" is absolutely continuous; 
(2.5) given z e U 1 and veC^, the difference 
F.(i? + z) (t) — F^(v) (t) is independent of £ for t g: o>. We have 
^i(v,z)-tFi(v + z)(t)-Fi(v)(t) = 
= sign (^ + z) [<pf(v + |JU + z\) - <pf(v)] - sign (fi) [<^(v + \p\) - cp^vj] , 
where 
// = ^(max v + min v) , v = ^(max t; — min v) . 
The functions \j/t(v, •) are continuously differentiable and for every v e Cm, z, zi9 z2 e 
e R1 WQ have 
(i) |i/tf(v, z t ) - \l/i(v, z2)\ = 2<j0i(i|z1 - z 2 | ) , 
(ii) a/az <Pi(v, z) = ^(Hco + M)• 
(iii) i/rf(t), 0) = 0 ; 
(2.6) let u,veCm be absolutely continuous. Then 
fir(FXu)-Fjv))(u'-S)dt.Z0. 
If moreover 
J i " (Fi(u) ~ -7i(»)) (»' - t'O dt = 0 , then «' = »' a.e. ; 
(2.7) for u e L"(Q; Ca) we define Ft(u) (x, t) = Ft(u(x, •)) (t) 
for a.e. x e £2 and every t e if1. We have 
Ft(u)eL"»'(Q; Ca) and |F,(«) - Fjp)\p/fua) <S c|u - -# ; , , 
for each u, v e Lp(iQ; C^). 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
(3.1) Theorem. Let F = (Fl9..., FN) satisfy (2.1)-(2.7), 
F(grad u) = ( F ^ u ) , . . . , FN(dNu)) , 
and let G = (Gl9..., GN) be such that Gh d
2Gt e L
1 + 1/Pi(Q; L3/2). Then there exists 
a unique ueZ° such that for every z e Z° we have 
(3^2) J0 J*» (-5,11. 5,z + <F(grad u), grad z> + <G, grad z » d* dx = 0 , 
where <•, •> denotes the scalar product in RN. 
The method of the proof is classical (cf. e.g. [5]). We decompose u into v + w, 
where t; e IV1, w e IV are solutions of auxiliary problems I, II. 
Auxiliary problem I. Find v e W1 such that 
(33) ffl ]
2J° (-8tv dtz + <F(grad v) + G, grad z » dt dx = 0 
for every z e IV1. 
(3.4) Lemma. Let the assumptions of (3.1) be fulfilled. Then there exists a unique 
solution v e IV1 to (3.3). 
m m 
Proof of (3.4). Put vm(x, t) = £ ]T v/fc wifc(x, t), where i?;fc satisfy 
fc = 1 j — —m 
_/*0 
(3.5) ffl J£« (-O>m dtwJk + <F(grad »m) + G, grad w ik» dt dx = 0 , 
k = 1, ..., m, j = - m , . . . , - 1, 1, ..., m. 
We first derive apriori estimates which ensure the existence of vjfc satisfying (3.5). 
We have 
f« J„* <F(gmd vm), grad a
3vm> d* dx = J0 J» <G, grad Of vw> dt dx . 
Using (2.4) and the relation \d-vm(x, • ^ ^ Cjjdj dtvm(x, *)\3 we obtain 
(3.6) £ / 0 y,(c.|5, a,om(x, -)|3) |5.3 tvjx, - ) | | dx = 
i = l 
= Z IflK oi(x, OI3/2 |3,3, i>m(x,-)|3 dx . 
i = l 
Putting M'+ = {xefl; |d, 3.«m(x, *)|3 = r^c^, where r0 is defined in (2.2) (iii), 
Mi. = Q\M'+, we have JM,_ \dt d,vjx, •)|3
+^' dx = (ro/c,)
1*'1 meas fl , and (3.6) 
yields 
(3.7) (i) \d,d,vm\1+fu3 = c, hence 
00 |3,om|i+,»„«, ^ c, 
(iii) |F;(3;i>m)|1 + 1//,(>00 = c. 
Moreover, from (3.5) we derive 
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Jo J»w (-(d,v„)2 + <I?(grad vm) + G, grad »B>) d! dx = 0 , 
hence 
(3.8) |tf>m|2,2 = c , \vm\2t00 S c . 
The estimates (3.7), (3.8) imply the solvability of (3.5) (cf. e.g. [2]). Moreover, we 
find a subsequence {vn} c {vm} and v e W
1 such that vn -> t;, dtvn -* dtv in L*(;Q) 
weak, dt dtvn -> 3f dtv in L
1+/?i(,Q; L^) weak. We can assume that F^d^) is weakly 
convergent e.g. in L^+1//Ji(iQ); we denote its weak limit by %u x = (Xu • * •» X.v)- Passing 
to the limit in (3.5) we obtain 
(3-9) J0 # * (-3,0 3,z + <x + G, grad z » dl dx = 0 
for every z e Wx. It remains to prove that v satisfies (3.3). We apply the Minty-
Browder method (cf. [5]). 
Let Q e ^(R1) be a nonnegative even function, 
J ^ Q(S) ds = 1 , supp Q c / - -? , ~ J . 
For £ G (0, 1) we set 
(3.10) t;£(x, 0 = - Q (" (
f ~ s) ) v(x> s) d s = £(5) K** r ~ £S) d s • 
Setting z = dtve and using (1.2), we obtain from (3.9) 
J o l ^ < Z + ^ g r a d a t t ; e > d f d x = 0. 
Since d( dtve -> 5f O> in L„
+Pi(Q) strong as £ -» 0 + , this identity implies 
U!2a?<X + G,gmddtv>dtdx = 0. 
On the other hand, (3.5) yields 
lim Jfl £ " <F (grad vn), grad OX> dt dx = 
n->oo 
= - Jo J»ro <<?, grad fl,p> df dx = J„ \T it, grad 3,o> d* dx . 
In particular, for z e Wx we have (cf. (2.6)) 
Jfl &" <F (grad vn) - E(grad z), grad dtvn - grad 5tz> dtdx^O. 
Passing to the limit we obtain for z = » — xw, x > 0 , i v e W x 
fft £ " <X - ^(grad » ~ * grad w), grad 5,w> d* dx ^ 0. 
Consequently, for % ->• 0+ we conclude (notice that w e l f 1 is arbitrary and Ft 
is continuous from L1+I>>(Q; Cm) into I}
 + 1Wi(Q; Ca)) 
Jo JJ" <X ~ Hmd v), grad z> dt dx = 0 
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for every z e Wx, hence v satisfies (3.3). The uniqueness in Lemma (3.4) follows 
easily from (2.6). Indeed, let v1, v2 be two solutions of (3.3). We put v = v1 — v2 
and z = dtve, where ve is given by (3.10). From (1.2) we obtain for s ~> 0 + 
Jo ft" <F(grad v1) - F(grad v2), grad d.v1 - grad O>2> df dx =-= 0 
and (2.6) yields v1 = v2. The proof of (3.4) is complete. 
Auxiliary problem II. Find w eW such that 
(3.11) $Q <*P(grad v(x, •), grad w(x)), grad z(x)> dx = j Q <G(x), grad z(x)> dx 
for every zeW, where !F(grad v(x, •), grad w(x)) = (^i(O\t>(x, •), O\w(x)),... 
..., i//N(O>(x, -),5Nw(x)))(cf.(2.5)), 
1 C2(° 
G(x) = - - (G(x, t) + F(grad v) (x, t)) dt, 
^Jco 
and v is the solution of (3.3). 
(3.12) Lemma. There exists a unique solution Of(3.H). 
P r o o f of (3.12). The space Wis reflexive. Let ((•, •)) denote the duality between 
W and W*. For w, z e W we denote by ((Tw, z)) the left-hand side of (3.11). Wew 
verify that the mapping T: W -> IV* thus defined is demicontinuous, bounded, 
strictly monotone and coercive. The demicontinuity, boundedness and monotonicity 
follow immediately from (2.5) (i) —(iii). To prove the coercivity of Twe denote 
M\ = {x e Q; |O>(x)| > max {r0, |O>(x, •)!„}} , 
Mi2 = {xeQ,\diw(x)\S |O>(x, •)!«,} , 
Ml3 = Q \ (M[ u M£) , 
where r0 is defined in (2.2) (iii). By (2.5) (ii) we have 
Jo <A.vMx,-), 5fw(x)) O>(x) dx £ 
^ Jo |3M*)|2 <?;(|Oy(x, -)U + M * ) l ) d * ^ ci Wi M*)l1 + /" dx. 
On the other hand, JM.2uM*3 | 3 J W ( X ) |
1 + ^ dx ^ c, hence for arbitrary w e W we 
obtain the inequality 
( ( r W , w ) ) ^ c 2 £ j f l | 5 j w ( x ) r
/ " d x - c ) 
1 = 1 
which implies the coercivity of T Lemma (3.12) follows now from the Minty-Browder 
theorem (cf. e.g. [1]). 
P r o o f of Theorem (3.1). We put u = v + w, where v e Wx9 we Ware the solu-
tions of (3.3) and (3.11), respectively. An easy verification of (3.2) completes the proof. 
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S o u h r n 
METODA MONOTONIE PRO ŘEŠENÍ HYPERBOLICKÝCH ÚLOH S HYSTEREZÍ 
Pomocí jisté verze Mintyho-Browderovy metody je dokázána existence a jednoznačnost 
slabého ю-periodického řešení rovnice utt — div F(grad ú) = g v omezené oblasti Q cz R
N 
s okrajovou podmínkou и = 0 na dQ, kde g je zadaná (zobecněná) co-periodická funkce a F 
je hysterezní operátor Išlinského. 
Р е з ю м е 
МЕТОД МОНОТОННОСТИ ДЛЯ РЕШЕНИЯ ГИПЕРБОЛИЧЕСКИХ ЗАДАЧ 
С ГИСТЕРЕЗИСОМ 
PAVEL KREJČÍ 
Некоторый вариант метода Минти-Браудера применяется к доказательству существования 
и единственности слабого co-периодического решения уравнения ип — div F(grad и) = g 
в ограниченной области Q cz RN с краевым условием и = 0 на dQ, где g — заданная (обобщен­
ная) со - периодическая функция и F— гистерезисный оператор Ишлинского. 
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